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￭ The program runs from the system start up message to the last entry in the Pilot's log. ￭ Fields required are: Date, PN, Date Start, Date End, Hours,
Duration, Qty, Use, Description, Notes ￭ On first opening, the Pilot must enter the 3 fields of the date, pn, and date start. To start this program from a
previous entry: double click on the entry and the dialog box will open with the last entry. ￭ The pilot can type in hours, minutes and seconds. ￭ The pn

can be used to differentiate the pilot and the aircraft, if known, from one another. ￭ The pilot can enter fuel used for the flight. The program
calculates the fuel used if only fuel used is entered. ￭ The date end can be used to specify that the log book should be updated to the end of the entry.
￭ On exit, the program prints the fields from the system start up message, the pilot's first entry, to the last entry. ￭ To enter an entry: 1. Double click

on the entry to select the entry. 2. Enter the pilot's name, the date, pn, date start, hours, duration and notes and press Enter. 3. The program will
calculate the rest of the fields for the entry. 4. The program will print the fields from the system start up message, the pilot's first entry, to the last

entry. ￭ The program is totally automatic, the pilot does not have to do anything. All the entries will be printed when the program exits. ￭ New
Features: ￭ Added [Screen Shots] tab showing a picture of the screen when the program opens. ￭ New fields added for ILS entry and the ability to
enter the ILS glide slope and entry angle (if known), the ILS glide slope indicator direction and ILS glide slope deviation. ￭ The ILS airspeed entry

will automatically display the formula to calculate the airspeed when entering. ￭ The ILS entry will automatically calculate the entries. ￭ The program
will read or store the ILS airspeed for future entries. ￭ New fields added for sight entries, including the height of the sight elevation above ground and

the relevant ASL for the sight. ￭ The ASL entry
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What's New: * Fixed issue where the saved data was not transferrable. * Fixed issue where the "Check Out" procedure in the Check Out Check-in
mode didn't work. * Fixed issue where the Check In procedure was not detected when the selected pilot's user name was not the same as the logged in
user's name. Fixes: * Fixed issue where the Check Out procedure was not detected when the selected pilot's user name was not the same as the logged

in user's name. * Fixed issue where the Check In procedure was not detected when the selected pilot's user name was not the same as the logged in
user's name. * Fixed issue where the "Check Out" procedure in the Check Out Check-in mode didn't work. * Fixed issue where the "Check In"

procedure was not detected when the selected pilot's user name was not the same as the logged in user's name. General Improvements: * Fixed issue
where the "Check Out" procedure in the Check Out Check-in mode didn't work. * Fixed issue where the "Check In" procedure was not detected when

the selected pilot's user name was not the same as the logged in user's name. * Fixed issue where the "Check Out" procedure was not detected when
the selected pilot's user name was not the same as the logged in user's name. * Fixed issue where the "Check In" procedure was not detected when the
selected pilot's user name was not the same as the logged in user's name. Keymacro is a Macintosh software program for logging pilotage information

in pilots logbook. It is a comprehensive, easy to use software program developed to take care of all the chores relating to the keeping of a pilot's
logbook. Keymacro can be used in any aircraft with an alphanumeric keypad. Logging consists of the following information: ￭ Flying time : Time at

full throttle, time at half throttle and time in cruise and descent ￭ Flying time : Time at full throttle, time at half throttle and time in cruise and descent
￭ Flight reference : Aircraft type, call sign, flight number, last known position ￭ Flight reference : Aircraft type, call sign, flight number, last known

position ￭ Departure reference : Time and position from departure and arrival ￭ Destination reference : Time and position from departure and arrival
￭ Distance and 77a5ca646e
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￭ Altitude Display will show either Barometric or Statute Altitude, whichever is applicable. ￭ If you are using Altitude Display for the first time, you
will be shown the setup screen. You can change the Altitude to be used by pressing 1 key and then 5 keys (Altitude Barometric / Altitude Statute) ￭ If
you are using Altitude Display for the first time, you will be asked whether you wish to import and modify the data in your previously installed
Altitude Display data. If you select yes, you will be prompted for the exisitng data file (if it exists). You can find it in your Program folder (Altitude
Display). ￭ When you import data from Altitude Display for the first time, the data will be imported into SmartLog. You can view your data under
Altitude Display ￭ SmartLog supports both Altitude Barometric and Altitude Statute display. As stated above, if you have Altitude Display installed
and wish to use Altitude Barometric, you can do so by selecting 1 key and then 5 keys (Altitude Barometric / Altitude Statute). If you have Altitude
Display installed and wish to use Altitude Statute, you can do so by selecting 5 keys (Altitude Barometric / Altitude Statute). ￭ Timer, Wing Foot and
Engine rpm are calculated and displayed. ￭ Display aircraft speed and fuel consumption. ￭ Display aircraft cross wind limit. ￭ Display required flight
level of a particular pilot. ￭ Display requirement to report the aircraft to a certain Flight Level. ￭ Display Distance of holding point or ETP. ￭ Display
Atmospheric Hold Altitude. ￭ Display ICAO Data. ￭ Display time to destination and holding time. ￭ Display TFR approach/departure runway
requirement. ￭ Display weather for the time of trip. ￭ Number of hours, minutes and seconds are displayed. ￭ Number of DME 1P and 2P
parameters are displayed. ￭ Display the wind component for ground speed and track of aircraft. ￭ Display the radio status for each channel and the
mode for each channel. ￭ Control of number of hours, minutes, seconds and DME 1P and 2P parameters, as displayed on screen. �

What's New In?

SmartLog is a practical program helping pilots for solving flying problems. This is a totally comprehensive computerised pilot's logbook program,
developed to take care of all the chores relating to the keeping of a pilot's logbook. Here are some key features of "SmartLog": ￭ Conversion
Calculators : Statute / Nautical / Kilometers, Feet / Metres / Inches / Centimeters, Temperatures, Fuel Weight/Volume, IAS to TAS and Density
Altitude and Pressure ￭ Calculators: Wind Components (Cross and Head/Tail wind), Wind Calculator, Time.Ground speed and Distance and a
Heading, Ground Speed & Fuel required, Calculate an Aircrafts cross wind limit and the effect of wind on take off/ landing distances plus Beacon
(Distance and Ground Speed) ￭ V Nav: Gradient/Rate and Rate of descent and a cold weather altitude correction calculator, non standard Pressure
correction and ISA temperature deviation ￭ L Nav : To calculate PNR, Critical Points (ETP), display Required Flight levels and Hold Entry procedure
calculator, hold speed chart and ATC Flight plan assistant ￭ Tools: A program to add up hours and minutes, and 2 programs to calculate the radius
required for a turn. Limitations: ￭ Displays "unregistered" message SmartLog Description: SmartLog is a practical program helping pilots for solving
flying problems. This is a totally comprehensive computerised pilot's logbook program, developed to take care of all the chores relating to the keeping
of a pilot's logbook. Here are some key features of "SmartLog": ￭ Conversion Calculators : Statute / Nautical / Kilometers, Feet / Metres / Inches /
Centimeters, Temperatures, Fuel Weight/Volume, IAS to TAS and Density Altitude and Pressure ￭ Calculators: Wind Components (Cross and
Head/Tail wind), Wind Calculator, Time.Ground speed and Distance and a Heading, Ground Speed & Fuel required, Calculate an Aircrafts cross wind
limit and the effect of wind on take off/ landing distances plus Beacon (Distance and Ground Speed) ￭ V Nav: Gradient/Rate and Rate of descent and
a cold weather altitude correction calculator, non standard Pressure correction and ISA temperature deviation ￭ L Nav : To calculate PNR, Critical
Points (ETP), display Required Flight levels and Hold Entry procedure calculator, hold speed chart and ATC Flight plan assistant ￭ Tools: A program
to add up hours and minutes, and 2 programs to calculate the radius required for a turn. Limitations: ￭ Displays "unregistered" message SmartLog
Description:
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System Requirements:

PC System Specifications: CPU: Intel® Core i7-4790K 3.60 GHz (Turbo 4.00 GHz) or AMD Ryzen 7 1700 (3.10 GHz) NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080/AMD Radeon R9 FuryX Memory: 6 GB DDR4 Storage: 35 GB available space OS: 64-bit version of Windows® 10 / 8.1 / 8 / 7 Other: Internet
connection is required Portable System Specifications: CPU: Intel® Core i5-4590 2
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